


SAP AMS(Application Managed 

Services)

SAP Application Managed Services (SAP 

AMS) square measure managed services for 

your SAP applications. These services 

include the individuals, processes, and 

methodologies to maintain, improve, and 

manage mission-critical SAP environments. 

AMS includes enterprise application 

development, enhancements, 

implementation, integration, testing, 

maintenance, and support for practical and 

technical sides of SAP landscapes.



What are the benefits of operating 

with an SAP AMS partner?

Gaining control of your SAP landscape is 

imperative for business success.  Organisation’s

landscapes often are available the means of your 

digital transformation goals. you're caught during a 

fix once visaged with the challenge to satisfy 

business needs together with your applications. 

With AMS in services, your IT groups specialize in 

strategic improvements of company, which gives 

your businesses the technology boost they have. 



Here are  some of the 

key advantages of 

getting a sophisticated, 

machine-controlled and 

agile AMS for your SAP 

environments:

Cost savings through 

shared experience

Consistent and timely 

support

Predictable budget

Flexibility to rescale or 

down

AMS Managed Services
. 



AMS Managed 

Services

The selection of the best-fit managed service model and 

vender is essential to delivering the amount of service and 

improvement within the provision of IT services that our 

customer needs. Our Managed Service consolatory 

perform assists our customers in choosing the optimum 

managed service model and with success transitioning to 

the target state.

Capabilities

Business case and practicability studies 

SAP preparation and implementation 

roadmap 

Target SAP in operation model 

On-premises cloud or hybrid design

Non-public or public cloud comparison



Implementing associate degree SAP enterprise 

resource coming up with (SAP ERP) platform will 

also leads to surprising challenges. Some 

organizations struggle to draw in and retain the 

talent needed to manage their evolving ERP 

systems. Others pay an excessive amount of 

their IT budgets on ERP application 

maintenance and support. Moreover, others face 

problems like the full utilization of their SAP ERP 

which is itself affects the the productivity and the 

other short or long term disadvantages. 

investment associate degree integrated design 

build-run model, we tend to align our resources 

together with your core ERP strategy to 

implementation and supply an extra edge  to the 

system.

AMS for SAP 

Enterprise 

Resource Planning 

(ERP)



SAP Application development and 
services-oriented design style 

Service Accelerators 

Sap Center of excellence, strategy, 
and operations style 

Design-build-run SAP S/4HANA, on 
HANA and code

SAP ERP AMS 

Capabilities



Our SAP Application Management Services 

ranges from an easy day to day application 

support to a full-fledged managed service. in spite 

of what quite support you're searching for your 

organization, we offer complete flexibility to decide 

on a right support model for you. Following square 

measure differing types of support we tend to 

offer:

Offshore Shared Support

Dedicated Support 
(Onsite/Offshore)

Hybrid Support

ABAP Support

BASIS Services

Orane’s AMS 

Services


